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Abstract. We prove absolute purity for the rational motivic sphere
spectrum. The main ingredient is the construction of an analogue of
the Chern character, where algebraic K-theory is replaced by hermit-
ian K-theory, and motivic cohomology by the plus and minus parts of
the rational sphere spectrum. Another ingredient is absolute purity for
hermitian K-theory.
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Introduction. The absolute purity conjecture, stated for étale torsion sheaves
and by extension for `-adic sheaves, has been a difficult problem since its
formulation by Grothendieck in the mid-sixties (published in 1977 [Gro77]).
For some time, only the case of one-dimensional regular schemes was known
thanks to Deligne, until Thomason first solved the case of `-adic sheaves
([Tho84]). His proof was later extended by Gabber to the general case (see
[Fuj02]). An ultimate proof was found by Gabber, using a refinement of De
Jong resolution of singularities, published in [ILO14, Exp. XVI].

The importance of this conjecture stands from its applications. First,
it allows to show that constructibility (of complexes of étale sheaves) is
stable under the direct image functor f∗ (for f of finite type between quasi-
excellent schemes). One deduces that constructibility is stable under the six
operations (under very general assumptions). Then one obtains the so-called
Grothendieck–Verdier duality for constructible complexes over schemes S
with a dimension function.1 This last point implies the existence of the

Date: February 11, 2019.
1Most notably, the existence of a dualizing complex DS over S such that DS =

Hom(−,DS) is an auto-equivalence of categories. The functor DS then transforms f∗
(resp. f∗) into f! (resp. f !).
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(self-dual) perverse t-structure over suitable base schemes, extending the
fundamental work of [BBD82] (see [ILO14]).

For triangulated mixed motives, modeled on the previous étale setting by
Beilinson, this conjecture was implicit in the expected property. It was first
formulated and proved in the rational case by Cisinski and the first-named
author in [CD09]. Later the absolute purity property was explicitly high-
lighted in [CD15, Appendix], and proven for integral étale motives in [Ayo14]
and [CD15]. It became apparent that this important property should hold in
greater generality, and philosophically be an addition to the six functors for-
malism. Thus, it was conjectured in [Dég19] that this property should hold
for the algebraic cobordism spectrum and the sphere spectrum of Morel and
Voevodsky’s motivic homotopy theory. Up to this point, the main evidence
for this conjecture was the example of the algebraic K-theory spectrum, for
which absolute purity was proven in [CD09, Thm. 13.6.3].

The aim of this note is to prove the absolute purity conjecture for the
rational motivic sphere spectrum. Recall that the latter is known to split
into “plus” and “minus” parts [CD09, Sect. 16.2]. It was established in
loc. cit. that the plus part agrees with the rational motivic cohomology
spectrum. Moreover, the latter was proven to satisfy the absolute purity
property, by using the Chern character to reduce to the case of the alge-
braic K-theory spectrum KGL. Indeed, absolute purity for the latter is a
consequence of Quillen’s dévissage theorem, in the form of an equivalence
K(X on Z) ' K(Z) for a closed immersion of regular schemes i : Z → X.
To prove absolute purity for 1Q itself, we employ a similar strategy, replacing
Quillen’s algebraic K-theory by hermitian K-theory. That the latter satisfies
absolute purity is a consequence of the foundational work of Karoubi, Horn-
bostel and Schlichting, through which hermitian K-theory is known to have
all the expected properties, especially the analogue of Quillen’s dévissage.
That being given, the crucial new ingredient in our proof is the construction
of an appropriate analogue of the Chern character for hermitian K-theory
over nice base schemes (defined over Z[1/2]). We call it the Borel character.
Its formulation allows the computation of the rational hermitian K-theory
spectrum KQQ in terms of the plus and minus parts of the rational sphere
spectrum QS+ and QS−, which play the role of the rational motivic cohomol-
ogy spectrum. With these notations, the Borel character is an isomorphism
of the ring spectra:

bo : KQQ →
⊕
m∈Z

QS+(2m)[4m]⊕
⊕
m∈Z

QS−(4m)[8m]

(see Definition 2.12). The absolute purity conjecture for the rational sphere
spectrum is then deduced from the analogous property established for her-
mitian K-theory: see Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4. An interesting ap-
plication is the existence of a well-defined product for rational Chow–Witt
groups of a regular base Z[1

2 ]-scheme.
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Our construction of the Borel character uses in an essential way previous
works of Ananyevskiy [Ana16] and Ananyevskiy, Levine, Panin [ALP17].
The Borel character will be studied further in [DFKJ], where an explicit
formula in terms of characteristic classes will be given over a base field.

A very noticeable consequence of the Borel isomorphism is that every
rational motivic spectrum, over general base schemes, is Sp-oriented in the
sense of Panin and Walter [PW10]. This is the A1-homotopy analogue of
the well-known fact that every rational spectrum in topology is oriented.
Note that in A1-homotopy, there exist rational ring spectra that are non-
orientable in the classical sense (say, which do not admit Chern classes): for
example, consider Chow–Witt groups and hermitian K-theory, rationally,
over fields with non-trivial Grothendieck–Witt groups.

Organization of the paper. The paper is divided into three sections.
In Section 1, we give some quick reminders on some ring spectra, such as
periodicity and representability of hermitian K-theory and Balmer’s higher
Witt groups (for regular schemes). In Section 2, we construct the Borel
isomorphism and deduce that every rational spectrum is Sp-orientable. In
Section 3, we establish the absolute purity of the rational sphere spectrum
and draw some consequences.

Conventions. All schemes are noetherian and finite dimensional, admit an
ample family of line bundles2, and are defined over Z[1/2].

Acknowledgments. F. Déglise received support from the French “In-
vestissements d’Avenir” program, project ISITE-BFC (contract ANR-lS-
IDEX-OOOB).

1. Basics on hermitian K-theory and higher Witt groups

Definition 1.1. Let S be a scheme as in our conventions. We will denote
by KQS the motivic ring spectrum representing hermitian K-theory over S,
denoted by BO in [PW10].

We need the following properties:

(GW1) ([PW10, Th. 1.2]) Given any map f : T → S, there is a canonical
identification f∗KQS = KQT . In other words, KQ is an absolute
ring spectrum. This follows from the geometric model of hermitian
K-theory using quaternionic Grassmanians.

(GW2) ([PW10, Cor. 7.3]) For any regular scheme S and any closed immer-
sion i : Z → S, there are isomorphisms:

(1.1.a) KQn,i(S/S − Z) = GW
[i]
2i−n(S on Z)

for all pairs (n, i) ∈ Z× Z. Here the right-hand side is Schlichting’s
higher Grothendieck–Witt groups: that is, the (2i−n)-th homotopy

2This assumption allows us to use Schlichting’s results in [Sch10]. It could be avoided
by using perfect complexes instead of strictly perfect complexes in op. cit.
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group of the spectrum GW [i](AS on Z,OS) of [Sch10, Def. 8 of
Section 10]. In the following, we will simply denote this spectrum

by GW [i](S on Z).

Remark 1.2. Under the twisting notation introduced for example in [DJK18],

one can rewrite (1.1.a) as: KQn(S/S − Z, 〈i〉) = GW
[i]
n (S on Z).

The following result is well-known (see e.g. [GS09]):

Proposition 1.3. Let E be a motivic ring spectrum over S. Consider a pair
of integers (n, i) ∈ Z2. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) There exists an element ρ ∈ En,i(S), invertible for the cup-product
on E∗∗.

(2) There exists an isomorphism: ρ̃ : E(i)[n]→ E.

Definition 1.4. A pair (E, ρ) satisfying the equivalent conditions of the
above proposition will be called an (n, i)-periodic ring spectrum over S.

An absolute (n, i)-periodic ring spectrum is an (n, i)-periodic ring spec-
trum over Spec(Z[1

2 ]).3

Proposition 1.5. There exists a family of elements ρS ∈ KQ8,4(S) indexed
by schemes, stable under pullback, such that (KQS , ρS) is (8, 4)-periodic.

This follows from the construction of the spectrum KQS . The element
ρS can be defined using [Sch10, Prop. 7], which implies that there exists a
canonical isomorphism of spectra:

GW [0](S) ' GW [4](S).

Therefore using (GW1), one gets an isomorphism: ψS : KQ0,0(S)
∼−→ KQ8,4(S)

and we can put ρS = ψS(1).
Following [Ana16], we introduce the following η-periodic spectra.

Definition 1.6 (Ananyevskiy). Let η : 1S → 1S(−1)[−1] be the (desus-
pended) Hopf map. We define the η-periodized sphere spectrum 1S [η−1]
as:

1S [η−1] = hocolim
(
1S

η−→ 1S(−1)[−1]
η(−1)[−1]−−−−−−→ 1S(−2)[−2]

η(−2)[−2]−−−−−−→ . . .
)
.

Given any spectrum E, we set E ∧ 1S [η−1] = E[η−1]. In the special case
of hermitian K-theory, we set KWS = KQS [η−1]. This defines an absolute
ring spectrum.

In other words, (KWS , η) is (1, 1)-periodic. It is in fact the (1, 1)-periodization
of KQS . Note also that the element ρS ∈ KQ8,4(S) induces an element still
denoted by ρS ∈ KW8,4(S), and the above definition shows that (KWS , ρS)
is (8, 4)-periodic.

Recall the following result of Ananyevskiy:

3The restriction to SpecZ[ 1
2
] comes from the global conventions of our paper. Needless

to say the definition makes sense over SpecZ.
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Theorem 1.7 (Ananyevskiy). For any regular scheme S, there exists an
isomorphism:

KWn,i(S) 'W [i−n](S)

where the right-hand side is Balmer’s higher Witt groups.

This is stated in [Ana16, Theorem 6.5] in the special case of smooth vari-
eties, but the same proof applies here. This isomorphism is contravariantly
functorial in S, and induces an isomorphism of bigraded rings.

Remark 1.8. Over non-regular schemes, KQ and KW represent the A1-
invariant versions of higher Grothendieck–Witt and higher Witt groups,
respectively.

2. Rational Borel isomorphism

2.1. As KW is η-periodic, the unit map 1S → KWS uniquely factors
through a map

(2.1.a) 1S [η−1]→ KWS .

The uniqueness of the factorization ensures that the latter map is a mor-
phism of ring spectra.

2.2. We fix an arbitrary base scheme S. The symmetry involution permuting
the factors Gm ∧ Gm induces an involution ε : 1S → 1S . We have two
complementary projectors on 1S [1/2]:

e+ =
1− ε

2
, e− =

1 + ε

2
,

yielding Morel’s decomposition: 1S [1/2] = 1S+⊕1S−. More generally, given
any spectrum E over S, we get a canonical decomposition:

E[1/2] = E+ ⊕ E−
such that ε acts by +1 (resp. −1) on E+ (resp. E−).

Recall from Morel’s computation that one has η = εη. In particular, we
get:

1S [1/2, η−1] = 1S−.

In view of Definition 1.6, we then deduce:

KQ− ' KW[1/2] = KW−.

Recall that (KWS , ρs) is (8, 4)-periodic. One deduces a canonical map:⊕
m∈Z

1S(4m)[8m]

∑
m ρmS−−−−−→ KWS .

Taking the rational parts and projecting this map to the minus part, we
finally obtain a canonical map, uniquely determined by ρS :

ψS :
⊕
m∈Z

QS−(4m)[8m]

∑
m ρmS−−−−−→ KWS,Q−.
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Note that by construction, the maps ψS are compatible with pullbacks in
S. The following result follows from [ALP17, Corollary 3.5].

Theorem 2.3. For any scheme S, the map ψS is an isomorphism.

Proof. Since the formation of the map ψS is compatible with base change,
by Lemma 2.4 below we are reduced to the case where S is the spectrum of
a field (of characteristic different from 2, since S is a Z[1/2]-scheme by our
conventions). In this case the result follows from [ALP17, Corollary 3.5]. �

The following standard result, used in the proof above, does not require
the assumptions of our global conventions.

Lemma 2.4. Let S be a noetherian scheme. For any point x of S, denote
by ix : Specκ(x) → S the inclusion of the spectrum of the residue field.
Then the family of functors i∗x : SH(S)→ SH(κ(x)), for all points x ∈ S, is
conservative. That is, a map f in SH(S) is an isomorphism if and only if
for every point x ∈ S, the map i∗x(f) is an isomorphism in SH(κ(x)).

Proof. For any point x of S, denote by i′x : SpecOX,x → S the canoni-
cal morphism. By [CD09, Proposition 4.3.9], the family of functors i′∗x :
SH(S)→ SH(OX,x), for all points x ∈ S, is conservative. Therefore we may
assume that S has finite Krull dimension, and reduce to the case where S
is local when needed.

We use the following notation: if f : X → Y is a morphism of schemes
and P ∈ SH(Y ), we denote by P|X the object f∗P ∈ SH(X). It suffices to
prove that if A ∈ SH(S) is an object such that A|x ∈ SH(κ(x)) is 0 for all
points x ∈ S, then A = 0. We argue by induction on the dimension of S: if
S has dimension 0, then S is a finite disjoint union of points and the claim
is clear. Now suppose that the claim holds for schemes of dimension at most
n − 1. To prove the claim for schemes of dimension n, we are reduced to
the case where S is the spectrum of a local ring of dimension n. Denote
by i : x → S the inclusion of the closed point and j : U → S the open
complement. By the localization theorem we have a distinguished triangle
in SH(S):

j!A|U → A→ i∗A|x → j!A|U [1].

Since U has dimension at most n− 1, by the induction hypothesis, A|U = 0
and A|x = 0, which implies that A = 0 in SH(S), and the result follows. �

Definition 2.5. We denote by

boS,− : KWS,Q− →
⊕
m∈Z

QS−(4m)[8m].

the isomorphism of ring spectra inverse to ψS .

Note the following remarkable corollary, due to the fact that KQ is Sp-
oriented.
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Corollary 2.6. For any scheme S, any rational ring spectrum over S admits
a canonical Sp-orientation. Indeed, 1Q,S is the universal Sp-orientable ring
spectrum over S. In particular, the Thom space functor factors through
Deligne’s Picard functor as follows:

K(S)
ThS,Q //

(det,rk)
��

SH(S)⊗Q

Pic(S)
Th′S,Q

77

In particular, the rational stable Thom space of a vector bundle depends only
on its determinant and its rank.

Using [DJK18] and the Sp-orientability from the previous corollary, one
deduces the following result.

Corollary 2.7. Let E be an arbitrary rational ring spectrum E over S. For
a pair of integers (n, i) ∈ Z2, a S-scheme X with structural map p (resp. p
separated of finite type), and a line bundle L over X, one puts:

En,r(X,L) = HomSH(S)(1X , p
∗E(r)[n]⊗ ThS(L)),

resp. En,r(X/S,L) = HomSH(S)(1X(r)[n]⊗ ThS(L), p!E).

Then for any smoothable lci morphism f : X → S of relative virtual dimen-
sion r, there exists a fundamental class ηf ∈ En,r(X/S, detLf ). Altogether,
these fundamental classes satisfy compatibility with composition and the ex-
cess intersection formula.

2.8. Let again S be an arbitrary scheme. Recall from [RØ16, Th. 3.4] that
one has a canonical distinguished triangle:

KQS(1)[1]
η−→ KQS

f−→ KGLS → KQS(1)[2]

where KGL is the spectrum representing the homotopy invariant K-theory
over S and f the forgetful map.

As η+ = 0 and KGLS− = 0, we immediately deduce the following result.

Proposition 2.9. One has a split exact sequence in SH(S)[1/2], and more
precisely in SH(S)+, the essential image of the projector e+ of Paragraph
2.2:

0→ KQS+
f−→ KGLS [1/2]→ KQS+(1)[2]→ 0.

In other words, KGLS [1/2] ' KQS+ ⊕KQS+(1)[2].

There is moreover a canonical splitting of the above map. Indeed, consider
the “twisted” forgetful map

f(1)[2] : KQS,+(1)[2]→ KGLS(1)[2] ' KGLS

Then, the composite

KQS,+(1)[2]
f(1)[2]−−−−→ KGLS

H−→ KQS+(1)[2]
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is just multiplication by 2 and 1
2f(1)[2] is a section of H.

Recall from [Rio10, CD09] that the classical Chern character corresponds
to an isomorphism of the following form in SH(S):

ch : KGLS,Q →
⊕
m∈Z

QS+(m)[2m]

where QS+ is identified with the rational motivic Eilenberg-MacLane spec-
trum (equivalently, the universal orientable ring spectrum).

Proposition 2.10. The composition

KQS,Q+
f−→ KGLQ,S

ch−→
⊕
m∈Z

QS+(m)[2m]

induces an isomorphism

KQS,Q+

boS,+−−−→
⊕
m∈Z

QS+(2m)[4m].

Proof. According to [Sch10], there is an isomorphism GW [0] ' GW [2]
ε where

ε consists in taking the opposite duality. In particular, we get an isomor-
phism of functors GW [0] ' GW [4] and, using the isomorphism (1.1.a),

one deduces there is an element σS ∈ KQ4,2
+ (S) such that (KQ+, σS) is

(4, 2)-periodic. By construction, one has σ2
S = ρS and one can check that

f(σS) = β2, where β is the Bott element in K-theory (expressing its (2,1)-
periodicity). This finishes the proof. �

2.11. In particular, one gets a canonical isomorphism:

KQS,Q 'KQS,Q+ ⊕KQS,Q−
boS,+⊕ boS,−−−−−−−−−−→

⊕
m∈Z

QS+(2m)[4m]⊕
⊕
m∈Z

QS−(4m)[8m],(2.11.a)

which, from the above constructions, is in fact an isomorphism of ring spec-
tra.

Definition 2.12. We call the above isomorphism the Borel character and
denote it by

boS : KQS,Q →
⊕
m∈Z

QS+(2m)[4m]⊕
⊕
m∈Z

QS−(4m)[8m].

Remark 2.13. In case S is a perfect field, it is possible to give to the above
Borel character a form which is closer to the classical Chern character, if
we think of its target in terms of motivic and MW-motivic cohomology. We
refer the reader to our future work [DFKJ] for more details.
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3. Absolute purity

3.1. Let E be an absolute spectrum over a scheme S. Recall that E is said
to satisfy absolute purity (see [DJK18, 4.3.11]) if, for any regular schemes X
and Y and any smoothable (hence lci) morphism f : Y → X with cotangent
complex Lf , the following purity transformation is an isomorphism:

(3.1.a) pf : EY ⊗ ThY (〈Lf 〉)→ f !(EX).

This property is stable under retracts and tensor products with strongly
dualizable objects [DJK18, Remark 4.3.8(iii)].

In the setting of Corollary 2.7, a pleasant consequence of the absolute
purity property is the following duality statement:

Corollary 3.2. Consider an arbitrary rational ring spectrum E over S, and
adopt the notations of Corollary 2.7. If E satisfies absolute purity, then
for any smoothable morphism f : X → S between regular schemes with
cotangent complex Lf , the following map is an isomorphism:

En,r(X,L)→ En,r(X/S, det(Lf )− L), x 7→ x.ηf .

We have the following result (compare [CD09, Thm. 13.6.3]):

Theorem 3.3. The absolute spectrum KQ over Spec(Z[1/2]) satisfies abso-
lute purity.

Proof. It suffices to deal with the case where i : Z → X is a closed immersion
of constant codimension c between regular schemes. As the functor i∗ :
SH(Z)→ SH(X) is conservative, we are reduced to show that the map

(3.3.a) i∗(KQZ ⊗ ThZ(−Ni)) −→ i∗i
!KQX

induced by the purity transformation (3.1.a), is an isomorphism. It suffices
to show that for any smooth X-scheme T and any integers m,n ∈ Z, the
map

(3.3.b) [Σ∞X T+(m)[n], i∗(KQZ ⊗ ThZ(−Ni))] −→ [Σ∞X T+(m)[n], i∗i
!KQX ]

obtained by applying the functor [Σ∞X T+(m)[n], ·] to the map (3.3.a), is an
isomorphism. Denote by TZ = Z ×X T , which is a closed subscheme of T
and is smooth over Z. By (1.1.a), since the spectrum KQ is SLc-oriented
([PW10, 7.4]), the left-hand side of (3.3.b) is computed as

[Σ∞Z TZ+(m)[n],KQZ ⊗ ThZ(−Ni)] ' GW
[−m−c]
2m−n (TZ ,det(Ni)).

On the other hand, by (1.1.a), the localization sequence, and [Sch17, 9.5],
the right-hand side of (3.3.b) is computed as

[Σ∞X T+(m)[n], i∗i
!KQX ] ' GW

[−m]
2m−n(T on TZ).

Moreover, the map (3.3.b) is identified under these identifications with the
Gysin map in Grothendieck–Witt theory induced by direct image of coherent
sheaves (see [Sch17, (9.9)]). The result then follows from the dévissage
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theorem for Grothendieck–Witt groups [Sch17, Theorems 9.5, 9.18 and 9.19]
(which is analogous to [FS09, Proposition 28] and [Gil07a]). �

Corollary 3.4. The following absolute spectra over Spec(Z[1/2]) satisfy ab-
solute purity:

(1) the Witt ring spectrum KW;
(2) the rational sphere spectrum 1Q;
(3) any strongly dualizable rational ring spectrum;
(4) any cellular rational spectrum in the sense of Dugger–Isaksen (see

[DI05, 2.10])

The case of KW is clear from definition 1.6, as i∗ ⊗ Th(−Ni) and i!

commute with homotopy colimits (for i! we apply the localization property).
For 1Q ' QS+⊕QS−, note that the Borel isomorphism (2.11.a) exhibits both
of its summands as retracts of KQS . The other cases follow formally.

Remark 3.5. In particular, the duality statement of Corollary 3.2 applies to
all of the above examples.

The absolute purity property has interesting applications for Chow–Witt
groups of regular schemes (see [FS09] for their definition without a base
field). Based on the method of proof of [DF16, 4.2.6], we get:

Corollary 3.6. Let S be a regular scheme. Then for any integer n ≥ 0,
there exists an isomorphism:

H2n,n
A1 (S,Q) ' C̃H

n
(S)⊗Z Q

where the right hand-side is the Chow–Witt group of S with coefficients in
Q. As a consequence, rational Chow–Witt groups when restriced to regu-
lar schemes admit products and Gysin maps with respect to projective mor-
phisms.

This follows from the hyper-cohomology spectral sequence with respect to
the δ-homotopy t-structure. Gysin morphisms follow from the construction
of [DJK18].

Further, we can also deduce comparison results for certain singular schemes.
For the definition of Chow–Witt groups of singular schemes, with a dimen-
sion function and a dualizing sheaf, we refer the reader to [Gil07b].

Corollary 3.7. Let S be a regular scheme and X be an S-scheme essentially
of finite type. Then for any integer n ≥ 0, there exists an isomorphism:

HA1

2n,n(X/S,Q) ' C̃Hδ=n(X)⊗Z Q
where the right hand-side is the Chow–Witt group of S of quadratic cycles
sums of points x such that δ(x) = n, tensored with Q. As a consequence,
these groups admit Gysin maps for smoothable lci morphisms of S-schemes
essentially of finite type.

This follows from the hyper-homology spectral sequence with respect to
the δ-homotopy t-structure.
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